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Creating your 
blended learning 
success story
Blended learning solutions – utilising multiple 
communication and delivery modes to educate 
an audience and achieve performance goals 
– can help to achieve success during the 
implementation of an electronic document  
and records management system (EDRMS) 
training program 

BY Michelle linton AnD Kevin Dwyer

“What’s a blended learning solution?” our client enquired 
when we recently publicised our placement as Finalist 

in the Blended Learning Solutions of the 2011 Australian 
Institute of Training & Development Awards for Excellence. 
Its training talk for multi-mode training design was our reply. 
Whilst commonly used in major training initiatives, it is still rare 
to hear the expression within the Records and Information 
Management (RIM) sector, which is truly perplexing given that 
every EDRMS training program is a major initiative impacting all 
staff within an organisation. 

Blended learning solutions utilise multiple communication 
and delivery modes to educate the target audience and achieve 
a required performance goal. Providing learners a somewhat 
random assortment of modes of training is not blended learning 
and nor is it effective. Every element within a blended solution 
has a specific purpose.

Blended learning, by its nature is complex. However, this 
does not restrict use of a quality blended learning solutions to 
large organisation, big budget training programs. Part of the 
beauty of a blended solution is the ability to harness internal 
resources as effective elements.

Whilst it is tempting to use what we, as trainers or record 
managers personally like as training tools and communication 
modes in designing a blended solution, don’t do it. What 
we like is irrelevant. We need to discover what will engage 
individuals in the lines of business, and what will block  
learning and transference of that learning to the workplace. 
Complete a comprehensive training needs analysis first 
to determine the best training and support tools and 
communication modes.

the Discovery stage: a training neeDs analysis
Use a training needs analysis (TNA) to get to know the 
client from head to toe. Interview stakeholders across the 
organisation to build, at a minimum, knowledge of the learning 
preferences, existing skills, attitude towards learning, culture 
and recordkeeping maturity. Validate what people have told 
you by cross-checking your findings against any hard data that 
is available. For example, look at recordkeeping statistics and 
outcomes of similar training initiatives. Be sure to deal with fact 
and build an accurate profile of your audience.

Simultaneously put the records team through an appraisal to 
check the strengths and weaknesses of the team, appraising 
their record management, EDRMS, communication and 
training/support skills at least. Also determine if the team has 
the size and ability to support the business requirements of the 
project, whilst at the same time continuing day-to-day business.

A thorough TNA identifies project risks, enabling them to 
be engineered out of the project in the design phase. The 
TNA should also tease out, if it is not already clearly stated, 
the goal of the project. The goal of the project combined with 
the knowledge gained from the TNA forms the scope of the 
project. Skilled project managers will create a high and low end 
scope. This makes the budgetary process a negotiation over 
what certainty of outcome is required and how much to invest 
to get that certainty. Discussion of the cost of best practice is 
desirable to achieve the best outcomes rather than a take it 
or leave it approach to the proposed scope. If the budget has 
been pre-set at a level too low in light of the TNA results, take 
the opportunity to use the TNA to fuel an objective debate over 
the budget.  
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A final key outcome of the TNA is to build an effective rollout 
plan. Start by considering what the potential components of a 
rollout are. For instance is the rollout based on business units, 
or on business processes, or a combination of both? Plot them 
on an impact and ease matrix (ie, impact on delivering the goal, 
and ease of doing). Aim to complete the high impact easy-to-
do components first. The high impact hard-to-do components 
will be next, but will need extra detail in the plan to address 
the challenges. Question whether to do the low-impact 
components at all. Is this valuable use of your resources? If 
you do address the low impact hard-to-do components, break 
them into easier-to-do components. 

Don’t be tempted to create a rollout plan starting with 
resistant business units first. Whilst it may look like a great win if 
you can achieve a successful outcome early in the project, the 
risk is high their attitude will render the training unsuccessful 
due to the level of resistance. The whole project may become 
compromised and your budget will blow out redesigning the 
project and retraining. 

Understand what drivers can be harnessed to move the 
hard-to-do components into the easy-to-do quadrant. For 
instance success stories from one business unit will filter to 
other units working closely with them. Or a unit may have an 
audit on the horizon. Time their participation at the stage where 
you are solving a top-of-mind problem. They will be ready to 
listen and you will be adding immediate value.

There’s an exhaustive amount of information gathered in 
a TNA and it looks like a major investment. The size of that 
investment and the time taken can be limited by using one of 
two deliberate approaches to information gathering:  

• A broad, shallow TNA across the whole business to  
provide general knowledge and then a deeper TNA for each 
business unit pre-training to identify anomalies that will 
require attention. 

• A full TNA on one business unit on which the overall  
program is based, with minor TNA’s on each unit prior  
to rollout. 

Reduce duplicate effort in conducting a TNA by managing 
your project team to work together. Share information gained 
by the record manager, any external specialists and the change 
manager with the training manager. Likewise, save time in 
having to generate reports by using statistics supplied by the 
EDRMS administrator and the IT department.

Developing the solution
Design considerations
Developing a blended learning solution from the TNA is an 
exciting journey of thoughtful analysis, use of tried and tested 
design elements and plenty of blue sky thinking. The objective 
of this analysis and design process is to answer one key 
question: “How do we deliver the skills and knowledge that 
will move people from resistance to acceptance, and finally 
enthusiastic use of the EDRMS?”  

The designer must determine from the knowledge and facts 
gained from the TNA what content and modes of delivery will 
work and what won’t. Additionally they must consider where 
change management can support the training, and where 
the training can support change management, integrating 
these two fundamental elements of an EDRMS project into a 
symphony of learning opportunities.  

Developing a blended learning solution is part science and 
a lot of art. It is about designing a multi-layered approach to 
managing human behaviour so that people learn knowledge at 
a pace they can tolerate using modes of communication they 
prefer and providing support to practice their new skills and 
transfer them back into the workplace. 

•  To achieve successful blended learning, complete  
a training needs analysis (TNA) first.

•  The designer must determine from the TNA what 
content and modes of delivery will and won’t work.

•  The componentry of the blended learning  
solution depends on the goal of the program and  
the environment in which it is being developed  
and implemented.
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Designing to specific outcomes is essential. This includes the 
change messages and how training instruction is written and 
delivered. Each activity and all the elements within a blended 
learning solution must have specific goals, and be designed in 
detail to achieve the defined outcomes. 

Learning and development teams also need to be adept at 
anticipating what the human reaction of different stakeholders 
will be to every message. Learning programs must have flexibility 
and utilise continuous improvement as a means of taking 
remedial action where the original design results in unforeseen 
reactions. Often potential risks can be identified from the outset 
and contingencies put in place within the design. A common 
example is when stakeholders continue to show reluctance or 
even outright hostility to changing their recordkeeping habits. 
The specific response to these people will be dependent on 
their personality; however, planning to engage in one-on-one 
sessions with very reluctant stakeholders should be part of 
every design. 

Design activities
There are eight interlinking and supporting activities to be 
completed within an EDRMS program to achieve maximum 
success. It may not be within the training provider’s scope 
to design the elements for all activities but each of them is 
harnessed to create a blended learning solution.

1 Planning the rollout 

2 Creating communications materials and developing change 
activities

3 Developing the records team 

4 Engaging stakeholders and managers 

5 Developing super user skills

6 Developing end user skills

7 Creating a program to transfer skills to the workplace

8 Re-engineering business processes

Each activity is built of multiple components. For example, 
development of the records team may include instructor-led 
sessions of EDRMS training, communications training and 
Train the Trainer. At the same time it can include on-the-job 
personal and skill development for individuals who will need 
to adapt to new responsibilities. Consider adding presentation 

responsibilities for appropriate records staff into the manager 
engagement activity to build strength in liaising with higher 
levels of management. Each blended learning component of 
the records team development activity will address the skill 
gaps necessary to achieve the required goal for the project. 

Blended learning design in practice
As mentioned before the componentry of the blended 
learning solution depends on the goal of the program and the 
environment in which the program is being developed and 
implemented. Three scenarios follow which demonstrate how 
this works in practice.

Scenario 1: Building sustainable internal capability
An organisation with an EDRMS implemented five years ago 
which has never been formally rolled out across all location. 
On engagement the EDRMS is used exclusively for capturing 
a narrow range of records by head office administrative staff.

The goal:  All staff have the capability to manage records 
electronically and actively do so.
The organisation overview: 200 staff, 20 locations across 

state, 1.5 proficient records staff with good change, planning and 
business analyst skills, large variety of individual work activities, 
high level of executive support, highly educated workforce. 
The strategic approach:  Utilise identified internal capabilities 

to reduce costs and drive adoption; harnessing skilled records 
staff to manage internal change, planning and business 
analysis and the capability of the workforce to be developed 
to self-deliver training. The overall outcome will be a workforce 
skilled in EDRMS and recordkeeping with an independently 
sustainable training program.
Recommendations:

• Develop rollout and change management plan internally 
following minimalistic TNA with training company.

• Develop communications pack externally with internal 
responsibility for delivery.

• Deliver end user and administrator training to the records 
team. Engage training company for ad-hoc consultations that 
include ongoing development through informal education 
and knowledge transfer over life of program.

• Deliver manager exclusive technical training/change sessions 
pre-rollout, supported by communications and change 
activities driven internally.

Self deliver training with 
confidence

Visit Online Training at www.LinkedTraining.com.au

FREE online training demo 

HOW? Easy-to-use Training Manuals. 
Challenges of distance, multiple locations, and tight 
budgets are solved.

We provide eLearning, Help Sheets, Training manuals, 
Workflow Analysis, Training Delivery, L & D Plans.

To make your training a success, call 02 8824 4677 
or email info@linkedtraining.com.au

BRIGHT IDEA 2
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A new EDRMS user has a lot to learn: new software, new terminology, new 
processes and most of all, new habits. We offer measurable solutions to 
reinforce your EDRMS training and support users’ learning, ensuring that 
what they learn in the classroom is transferred back to the workplace.

To find out how we can help you achieve learning that sticks,  
contact us today.

How much of your EDRMS training is retained when they get back to their desk?

 contactus@changefactory.com.au

 www.changefactory.com.au/edrms 

 (03) 9329 6250

• Train 40% of super users via eLearning delivered in an 
instructor-led environment to build confidence in eLearning. 
Training includes how to deliver eLearning to end users and 
engage in business process.

• Train end users via eLearning with super user support. 
Activate licences only on training completion.

• Re-engineer organisation-wide major business processes 
(ministerials, policies, etc) to drive adoption.

• Support business unit re-engineering and offer consultant 
support at business unit expense.

Scenario 2: Adoption in an immature environment
This organisation is implementing an EDRMS for the first time. 

The goal:  All records are managed within EDRMS from  
initial creation.
The organisation overview: 1000 staff, one location, 

centralised record unit of 10 staff with low EDRMS and business 
analysis skills, all staff practising physical record management, 
integration of the EDRMS with multiple systems, moving from 
centralised record management to devolved model.

Michelle linton,  
Managing Director, linked training
Michelle is a Learning & Development 
professional with 24 years’ experience 
in the planning, design and delivery 
of training programs. Michelle has 
developed and delivered innovative, 

outcome focused EDRMS training for over 30 government and 
private organisations since 2005. Michelle’s pragmatic approach 
to learning strategies leading to application adoption has been 
enthusiastically welcomed by the industry, and she is a regular 
speaker at RIM events and contributor to industry magazines. 
Linked Training is the training partner in the REX project  
which was awarded the J.Eddis Linton Award for Excellence  
– Most outstanding group in 2010. 
• She can be contacted at Michelle@LinkedTraining.com.au

Kevin Dwyer,  
Director, change Factory
Kevin is a Change Management 
professional with more than 30 years’ 
experience in the planning, design 
and delivery of change management 
programs. Since 2001, and the 

establishment of Change Factory, he has been involved in many 
Change Management projects ranging from re-engineering 
of customs processes to reduce risk to creating and revising 
performance management systems to improve customer service 
outcomes at five-star resorts. His first EDRMS project was  
as the Change Management partner for the REX project which  
was awarded the J.Eddis Linton Award for Excellence –  
Most outstanding group in 2010. 
• He can be contacted at Kevin.Dwyer@changefactory.com.au 

About the authors

research & education program – 
phase 2 underway
The second phase RIM Professionals Australasia Research 
and Education Grant 2011 has now commenced with 
Michelle Linton (Linked Training) and Kevin Dwyer (Change 
Factory) exploring: “Establishing benchmarks for EDRMS 
adoption: Creating a guide for the RIM industry”. The 
research project continues on from the “Training & Change 
Models for EDRMS: What’s passing and failing?” survey 
results presented at inForum 2011.

Phase 2 will commence with a series of interviews with 
successful EDRMS implementers from a cross section 
of the industry.  It will research in-depth the nature and 
diversity of the measures of adoption and the level of 
adoption achieved between implementations. Validation 
of the results will be cross-checked through short surveys  
of the whole industry.  

The final results of the study funded by the Research 
Grant will be distributed at the 2012 International Council 
on Archives Congress, 20-24 August in Brisbane as well 
as being made available through the RIM Professionals 
Australasia website.

Continued on page 52
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The strategic approach: Drive adoption via a controlled, staged rollout that also 
manages the adaptation of the record team to their new EDRMS role, requirements 
and skill development. From the outset create a business support structure via super 
users and self-directed learning tools for end users to minimise necessity of individual 
support by the records team. 
Recommendations:

• Rollout business unit by business unit over six months.

• Develop a strongly defined communications plan externally with high use of visual 
tools to create a consistent, upbeat message (posters, flyers, and video).

• Train records staff in end user and records specific use of the EDRMS, BCS training, 
file planning and support, and communications.

• Run manager workshops on record management responsibilities, system capability 
and risk management through EDRMS.

• Train 20% of staff as super users using multi-modal delivery (instructor led, eLearning, 
online forums, help guides).

• Train end users by instructor-led training with advanced topics available via eLearning 
and super user support.

• Develop file planning sessions and targeted goals, with a reward structure in place 
managed by internal records team.

• Establish improved productivity through information management of organisation 
wide business process in EDRMS using an external business analyst.

Scenario 3: Connecting business
The organisation has an identified risk within a business unit where critical information 
is currently managed via physical records with a high loss rate.  

The goal:  Reduce the risk of information loss by re-engineering the business process 
to utilise the existing EDRMS.
The organisation overview:  Business unit of 500 staff within a larger organisation, 

100 locations across state, two records officers within unit, recent past experience of 
major technical software implementation causing breakdown of business functions, 
very low level of administrative staff, high level of executive support, single critical 
business process. 
The strategic approach:  Deliver the EDRMS solution as a business productivity 

enhancement of core service delivery. Key actions will be to provide ample 
opportunity for input into the business solution to reduce project failure risk through 
cynicism caused by association with previous failures. The approach will incorporate 
a high intensity communications and change program, and extensive trialling of all 
components to prove the training and change design before rollout.
Recommendations:

• Develop a rollout plan with initial stage of a quarantined trial to fully test and endorse 
process. Timeframe for delivery not defined until trial demonstrates reduced risk 
and increased productivity. Delivery across state to be undertaken on a staggered 
regional rollout. Expectation full trial and approval will take 12 months or more. 

• Provide basic EDRMS skills instructor-led training provided to all staff.

• Map core business process which is the sole recordkeeping function for the majority 
of staff, to the EDRMS. Create training specific to business process, rules and use 
of EDRMS. Provide instructor-led training to all staff.

• Carefully control dissemination of information via multiple modes over life of project, 
with a strong face-to-face approach. Use an external project manager to work 
closely with internal business improvement team to communicate with staff.

• Elicit input and feedback from stakeholders and managers via a steering committee.  
Educate them on communicating the change to staff and provide them with tools to 
do so.

• Deliver training at regional centres.

• Establish a support team to manage queries.  

• Gain mandate by Executive to commence fully electronic file management.
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